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The Visions Collection is an
innovation in Lloyd Loom® wicker.
Clean lines, moderate scale seating,
and unique cushioned inset panels
create a stunning modern silhouette.
Available in 20 custom fini
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Sleek and inviting, the Elevation
Collection transforms any space into
a chic respite. Woven light gray rope,
a stainless steel frame, and teak arm
accents create an airy silhouette with
plush deep s
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The Essence Collection embraces
the modern traditional aesthetic.
Plush waterfall seat cushions and a
moderate scale combine to form retro
oasis for your backyard. Available in
all 20 custom Lloyd
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Enjoy the open air with the Fairview
Collection. A streamlined wicker
design gives it a versatility that works
in any outdoor space, while 20
custom finishes guarantee your look
is all your own.

The timeless Reflections Collection
gets an exciting addition with padded
loom seat panels. Built-in reticulated
foam seating showcases the beauty
and comfort of iconic Lloyd Loom®
wicker while allowi
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COMPANY INFORMATION
At Lloyd Flanders, we use state-of-the-art manufacturing processes and equipment combined with over 100 years of tradition and furniture
knowledge to produce heirloom-quality furniture to be enjoyed for generations to come. In addition to our iconic Lloyd Loom collections, we offer
woven vinyl and sustainably-sourced teak products. With collections spanning from traditional to contemporary, over 500 fabrics, and the widest
variety of natural wicker finishes available today, you can create the perfect customized look for any space.
Our proprietary Lloyd Loom® wicker is a natural fiber wicker with a long-lasting, high performance Durium polyester coating for outdoor
durability and flexibility. The continuous weave avoids burrs and cracking. It also increases visual appeal by eliminating any visible material
ends. All of our exclusive Lloyd Loom® products are available in 19 custom finishes.
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